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ABSTRACT
Community analysis has been a prescribed tool of

public librarianship for over 25 years. Although its value has been
recognized in published public llbrary standards, librarians have
rarely used this method of improving library services. Emphasis is
placed upon the need for the development of a community analysis
methodology for librarians. It is stressed that community analysis is
essential for planning effective library programs to meet the needs
and expectations of the people. The steps in community analysis as
appropriate for librarians are: (1) planning, (2) collecting the
data, (3) organizing the data, (4) interpretation of the data, (5)

revaluating the library program in light of the study, (6) reporting
the findings and (7) providing for continuing the study on a regular
basis. As described here, community analysis is a multi-purpose tool
which 1.s essential in developing library activities in the community.
(SG)
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For nearly twenty-five years, the community analysis, study,

or survey --- take your choice of these synonomous terms --- has

been a prescribed tool of public librarianship. Post-War Standards

for Public Libraries) (1943), A National Plan for Public Library

z.ervice2 (1948), and Public Library Service3 (1956) charge the

library to study its community so that it may know the people,

groups, and institutions in the library's service responsibility and

can develop a program fitted to their needs. This prescription is

repeated in the latest version of the public library standards.

Under principle 17, "The community library must be an integral

part of the area it serves", the new statementof standards explains

that

Commaties differ, as do people, a service in-

stitution such as the library must be closely

related to its constituency, to the predominant

lAmerican Library Association, Committee on Post-War Planning.
Post-War Standards for Public Libraries. Chicago, American
Library Association, 1943, p. 44

2
National Plan for Public Library Service. Chicago, American
Library Association, 1948. p. 15

3Public Libraries Division. Co-ordinating Committee on Revision of
Public Library Standards. Public Library Service: A Guide to,
Evaluation. with Minimum Standards, Chicago, American Library
Association, 1956. p. 25



Interests of local people, to their beliefs and

aspirations, and to their problems. The library

must know of, and work with, the organized groups and

established institutions which the people maintain.

The first standard under this principle, 17 I, directs that

Continuous as well as periodic study of the com-

munity should be made through knowledge obtained by

participation in governmental planning, through study

and coordination of surveys already made by other

agencies, through cooperation with other organizations

In new studies, or by a library initiated community

analysis.4

Despite the repeated authority of the standards over several

decades, the occasional attention given the subject by library

leaders (principally members of the distinguished and social

science oriented faculty of the University of Chicago's Graduate

library School), and the obvious argument of the plain good sense

of an analysis as a basis for developing the library's program,

the community analysis largely is an unused activity by public li-

brarians.

Perhaps the cause of this neglect is the preoccupation with

the day - today requirements of operating a library when a community

MMIIMIMIIINNOONMENNIVONIMINOM

4Public Library Association. Standards Committee. Minimum Standard
for Puhliej,l4rAry Systems, 1966. Chicago, American Library Associa-
tion, 1967. pp 28-29



analysis requires a long-term commitment of time and attention.

Perhaps librarians are unprepared to plan and initiate such

a study. it am not aware that my ?ibrary school had an appropriate

course when 1 was studying for my masters degree. I know of none

of my friends who've had such a course at that level. I am unaware

of a required course in research and research methods for masters

candidates today which covers the subject in such scope and depth

that the student completing the course could proceed to undertake

a community analysis acceptable by the standards of social science

researchl.

Perhaps the absence of an adequate printed, how-to guide dis-

courages the members of our "self-sufficient" profession from attempt-

ing this sociological exercise. Library literature includes a few

substantial items on the subject, but these only are suitable as

background. Joseph L. Wheeler's The Library and the Community5 ,

while still exhibiting an unsurprising degree of modernity, suffers

from being 43 years old, and is focused, as indicated by its sub-

title, on "Increased book service through library publicity based

on community studies". Another older work, with several chapters

appropriate to the subject of community analysis, Is The LihrAry,

Survey: Problems and Methods by E. W. McDiarmId, Jr.6

5Wheeler, Joseph L. The Library And the Community, Chicago,
American Library Association, 1924.

6McDiarmid, E. W4p, Jr. Thiiarlr.Y....aleara....ettlh141111111.
Chicago, American Library Association, 1940.



Lowell Martin's "Community Analysis for the Library"7 is 24 years

old and was not intended as a "how-to-do-it". The proceedings of

the California State Library's institute- workshop, "What To Do Until

the Architect Comes: Planning Library Buildings", 1957, printed as

an issue of News Notes of Cilifornta Libraries contains papers by

Margaret Klausner, Jane Cassels Record, James Bryan, Franc's

McCarthy, James Noble, and Howard Samuilson8 which are interesting

and helpful but brief. Studw1ng the Community, the handbook pre-

pared by the Library-Community Project of the American Library

Association9 is limited to traditional library methodology and is

oriented to an analysis of one aspect of public library activity,

adult services, particularly group services. More comprehensive

treatment of community analysis, and social surveys in general, may

be found in the work of social scientists,10 but these have a

7Martin, Lowell. "Community Analysis for the Library" in Carnovsky
Leon and Lowell Martin, ed. MELLthracyloihscsiciauug. Chicago,
University of Chicago, 1944. pp 201-14

%Jews Notes of California Libraries, vol. 52, no. 3 (July, 1957).
The papers are, in order of appearance: Howard Samuelson, "The
Library and Community Needs", pp 494-498; Jane Cassels Record, "The
Community Survey and the Library", pp 498-501; James Noble, "Plan-
ning and the Library", pp 501-503; Margaret Klausner and James
Bryan, ':An Outline of Some Criteria and Factors Useful in Preliminary
Building Planning and Site Selection", pp 504-513, and Frances
McCarthy, "Library Site Selection", 514-522

9American Library Association. Library Community Project. Studying
the Community. Chicago, American Library Association, 1960

10For example, Irwin T. Sanders, Making Good Communities Better,

Lexington, University of Kentucky, 1950; Clair Selittz and others,
Research Methgds in Social Relations, rev. ed., New York, Holt,
1959; Roland L. Warren, Studying Your Community, New York, Russell
Sage Foundation, 1955; and Pauline Young, Scientific Social Surva
and Rasaar;h4 New York, Prentice -Hall, 1949.
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different perspective, rarely even mentioning libraries, and

certainly are not designed for self Instruction of librarian

initiates In community analysis.

The library profession needs a self instruction manual on

the subject; it is yet to appear. (Today's paper makes no pre-

tense of attempting to fill this need. My purpose is to em-

phasize the need for the development of a community analysis

methodology for librarians, 2) Indicate the essential place of

community analysts in library planning, including the planning of

a library construction project, 3) and outline the steps in comr

munit analysis, as currently appropriate for librarians.)

fr.r.,..zduzzarypragrza....tux effective, in fact to have a

valid library program, every librarian needs to have_detallegi_fr

itearellagEganized factual knowledge about all those_conditions,

saciai_laccas, and trends in his colmmunity_whIch have a stonigicant

Illjesj_D-r_maybit_anficioted.40..,haue_a_signifiggon the

LLbcary-eer4.4-cas_for_which he is responsible. The...±echnisluekr

zeportin

I r anizi

develop

tilikapcmIgnrsmowiedgeisgommuntty analysis. The analysis, if

It be research, is applied research and Is not concerned with dis-

covering truths or the natural laws which pervade the library

profession.

In this definition of community analysis, "community" means

IticiataLpapplesInstitations,andabysical conditions and



laglItties to Jore_fountin a geo_grapinIcall-yi-dent-i-f-i-abi-earea. In

,which service to..2the_r_e_ai.clents_/.s._a_.iega.I...responsIbtl-tty__.of _the

library making the analysis,Jsot-esumed by the residents to be

their_ng-litsorLs_act-tvety_s_gouht by the residents. 4h/le the

problems of serving those people who live within the legal boundaries

of our library districts may be more than enough for us, we must

recognize that those who would use our libraries.but who live be

yond the political pale cannot be ignored, and must be included

in our consideration. Who knows, with the movement toward statewide

library service and the regfonallzation of library service, one of

"them" may be on our board next month.

Accomuni-t-y-analysLa may be made for a number of purposes,.

In fact, it Is hardly conceivable that a community analysts, no

matter how narrow its defined objective, will meet only one pu

pose. There are, however, tva_majiar4uirposes, which may be

referred to as program evaluation and market research.

Presgra. ova i eat t Ort...eiSSesseS_AbLZejavan.Geerf--Current ...goals..

pcalgiegia-cirms.,1Lestocurrent needs of the community_

And evaluated mance.. Ex

amples of analysis for program evaluation purposes are an analysis

to apply more than standards in determining the adequacy of present

physical facilities, to review for a new head librarian how well

the existing program Is relating to community need to evaluate

library activities when there is a noticeable decrease in library

Interest and use, to react positively to library board or community

6



criticism of library's service, or to decrease or terminate a

service, such as deposit collections In elementary schools or

the operation of public branches in school buildings.

AWrket research weals unmet needs and supplies the .11for-

zatimmlflegeagaryfor_pew services and facilities. Examples of

analysis for market research purposes are to provide information

for locating and planning a library building or buildings, to

discover existing organizations with programs which could be com-

plemented or supplemented by the library, to aid in determining

areas and elements of the community not being reached by existing

library services, to suggest new library services appropriate to the

community, to revise materials selection and staffing policies, to

determine the potential for financing new services and facilities,

to react to major changes Tn community, and to work out objectives

and goals In long range planes g. In addition to the major pur-

poses of program evaluation and market research, community analysts

may be made as a public relation activity to identify the library

to the public, as an In-service training activity to provide the

staff with fuller knowledge of the community and develop research

skills, and as a means of collecting previously unavailable in

formation about the community for use as a reference resource.

before _acortnu n ty_anaLysl hrary xnust_sailaty

utye,11* The most important of these, a Alm gun non

for any institution that accepts the responsibility of operating

in modern society and by the canons of modern administration, is

-7-



the determination, with "continuous revision", of the formal

terms of what the library is supposed to be and to do. As ob

viously important and as fundamental as is the statement of

philosophy, I suspect that relatively few libraries have given

formal consideration to the philosophic basis for their activity

and have given statement to the philosophy so determined.

It is not my purpose here to dictate or to suggest which of

the frequently mentioned areas of library activity --- recreation,

information, education, research, and aesthetic appreciation ---

are appropriate for the public library or what their order of

priority should be. This responsibility and concern rests with

the individual institution and must be determined in part by the

needs and the emphasis of the local community. (One of the

strengths and rewards of our profession is this dynamic capacity

for selfdetermination with its concomitant variety.)

.6.....Q2amilwnely-sLI, if it is to be a meaningful activity,

rluszBactLontoaILbatrprokdem_ror oroblems, i.e., ob

structions to the achievement of the objectives in the particular

library's philosophy. The board, the staff, library users, or

even unsympathetic nonlibrary using members of the community may

call attention to these problems. If these problems recognized

and considered by a significant group of the library's family or

members of the community, have the commitment of this group to

working for a solution, and are subject to remedy through implemen

tation of the recommendations developing from a study of the

community, then such an analysis is appropriate.

8



A study of the community requires more In time, and perhaps

In money,.than many libraries anticipate, but if the study Is to

be done it must 0 done well, and the library must be prepared to

give the activity adequate support. For a variety of reasons ---

the cyclical nature of library activities, the lack of a previous

study activity, to continue, the proble necessity of training

library staff and community in necessary methods and techniques,

the recruiting of study staff (both paid and volunteer), the

sharing of administration and staff time between regular library

operations and the study, and the time normally required for each

of the study's steps --- a community analysis project, executed

adequately, will take cons:derable time. Admitting the necessity

of some compromise between the goals and standards of social

science research which require a more scientifically rigorous

methodology and the study proponents who saw the problems and want

answers, .±132_1±1ILLIt_sUll_v.tULlake approximately a year. (The

LibraryCommunity Project of the American Library Association suglw

gested at least 15 months, for a study, not Including the planning

phase.)11

Related to time for the survey,

fILLndshag_a_tgpLsabsenceofdemvA ilherrioriton the time and

attention of the library. As great an investment as the study is

Lt_should not risk delay deemphasis, or 1b21.112:22.11129 Better

to postpone the study, than to mount it with less than top priority.

11Amerlcan Library Association. Library Cnmmunty Pnnjan+,
op. cit. p. 9



Ti e .budget required for the project will depend upon such

factors as the size of the community, the purpose of the study,

the techniques chosen and size of samples, the consultants and

staff which must be employed, the amount of data already available,

the reference resources to be purchased, and the form and ex-

tent of publication of the study report. In addition consideration

must be given to the amount of time of the present 'staff which

will be assigned to the study activity and may require substitute

replacement. Afur-therpFer-equlate---1-s_thebt

.ser-ulces--afa-41eLsonsr persons who can plan n adequate study.

Planning obviously is a most important step in the analysis process,

and if the library staff does not have this capacity, then this

skill must be available to the library.

Finally, the library undertaking the analysis must be commIted

to consi4er thft study a dynamic activity which as the primary basis

for library planning and program development fiat hp_rovinwed,

expanded, and revised regularly.

With the prerequfsite44satisfied, the library turns to the

sAnimusa4y-a.nalLsisatelf, which will camW-st.-a-sesmJii051

Planning

Collecting the data

Organizing the data

Interpreting the organized data

Revaluating the library program in the light of the

study

-10-
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Reporting the findings

Providing .for continuing the study on a regular basis

Planning the study. In recognizing the problem or problems which

initiate the process of community analysis, the library alsolhas

determined the objective of the study, although to furnish the

necessary reference point for the planning, execution, and evalua

tion of the study, thgsgaectckj)ectivesrnustbesLtated

Tartftcally. [The specific statement is most important because it

indicates the boundaries of the survey activity and reduces the

possibility that the study will be broader in scope or more in

tensive than needs bia To be certain that the stated objective or

objectives are as clear and specific as possible several people

sensitive to the library environment, the community, and planning

activities should react to and refine the statement.

a series o

II settsf

I

P 1 I/

II ers tip 2,v121gb

Sh will sugOltibe_agt199

olt...22iketanIstlatisLy the objectives. These questions must be

clearly related to the purpose of the study, be specific enough to

be useful, and be answerable, i.e., questions for which observation

or experimentation can provide the needed information, like the

objectives I ons should h and editing of

agyerall Any doubtful questions should be modified or re

phrased to meet the criterion of answerability within the pre

sumed capabilities of the study or should be eliminated from the

list. If answering all the questions would require more time or

resources than can be made available, then priorities should be

11



assigned and theuestions of lesser significance deferred for

reconsideration in the continuing study activity which this

analysis should initiate. Since planning, and frequently on an

area basis, is an activity in which many social institutions are

Involved, studies and research which can supply some of the infor-

mation required by the analysis, as well as general background

Information already may be available in somebody else's survey.

State, metropolitan, county, and city planning departments; the

research units of social welfare agencies; research offices of

school systems; area development activities; chambers of commerce;

and graduate departments of sociology are examples of some of

these other surveyors. Unless such a list already is available,

:the library should compile a fuLl list of all the agencies at the

focal, reglanal.,_and state level_conceivably having_a r0.42Pnsl-

linawhictugnittlecontributivetg_a_libratty-study..

IDon;t forget that some foundations and privately supported re-

search organizations may have done studies In your area). Each

of the possibilities on the list should be checked not only for

studies made but also for studies which may be in progress or

planned. Ignorant duplication Is an ill-afforded luxury in a

society which has knowledge needs for greater than its research

activities can supply. Perhaps the questions posed in the im-

mediate community analysis have been asked and answered in a pre-

vious library or other based study. Such a prior study does not

automatically ellmtate the need for the current project;

-12-
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significant changes In the library or the community may have

occurred, the earlier methodology may be questioned, or another

study may have been incomplete. At the time for the research of

atlesttr....ialeaxart_Axamination-and-cansidethe literature

QLs:ls.uae.s_.a.LsowLLLbe_helphIL_Ln_plann.ancecutinthe

community analysis.

With this preparation, the research design is made. :tbs._

resgarch design includesidtification of the specific data

naciasxy_to anuez--the sl-udyls basic questions, the gptprflon_Qi

the_met.hods-t4a--be_used in calacting_thalafp,....a.nrl-tile-meanssg.

anglyzjiml and interpreting the Since everyone, including

librarians, has biases, there must be in the design a special

concern that the data collected and the methods used provide

neither intentional nor unintentional support of any preconceptions

which those involved with the study may have. Once the initial

design for the analysis Is completed, a trial run is helpful In

appraising the design, detecting the skills and competencies which

need developing In the study staff, and in introducing the im-

pending study to the community at large. On the basis of this

trial, or at_am4,..other Ilmeduang_thar-ocess_ol the study,

icitslisrch dmignmayketemised to provide for such conditions

Mssionsiwzoakiserecitommunity,
and recpgnt +ran of hotter There are those concerned

with library sponsored community analysis who feel that because the

librarian's training Is unlikely to have equipped him with the

-13-
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skills necessary for such a study as a sociologist or other expe't

in this field should be employed for this job. Despite the ample

evidence of this sociological naivete manifested by the literature

of library community studies, most library commentators still feel

that a study developed by librarians, with liberal use of specialists

--sociologists, political scientists, economists, and statisticians,

for example --- for assistance in the librarian's areas of deficiency

and conducted by library staff or community volunteers, as appro

priate, provides the best community analysis. Such a team approach

has the advantage of exposing the study to a greater variety of

reactions, reducing the risks of bias or limited experience, re

ducing the outofpocket expenses for personnel (although there

will be a greater diversion of library staff time), providing

quicker access to sources of local data, reducing the risks of the

study's being aborted because of the loss of leadership during the

study or the questioning of the financial requirements of an adequate

study, providing the library staff :with training in study tech

niques and methods, and, if community representatives are a part

of the team, arousing the interest and understanding of the

community.

The specialists to provide the lacking study expertise likely

are to be found or are available wherever a library is planning a

community analysis; a high school or college faculty, social

welfare agencies, planning commissions or other governmental

activities, or business with economic or market research activities

14
14



are some of the likely places to find the people with competelcies

in research such as the construction of questionnaires, determina-

tion of adequate samples, and training staff In interviewing

techniques. The_" OS ""

w1 I I consist oLilt_r_a) cystaf-fmember_siiao_es I a I

and paid for the project, or community.

such factors as the ur ose .j. the

availability of other manpower (either on a paid or a volunteer

basis).

Collecting the_glia, The kinds of data needed to answer the

questions posed in the community analysis, the Identification of

the sources of this data and the methods appropriate to discover-

ing and to collecting the data are the concerns for which provision

is made in the research design. For most librarians this Is the

phase of the analysis which requires the guidance of specialists in

sociological methodology. Data collected must have validity, t.e.,

tell what is assumed it will tell, and the sample used must be reliable,

i.e., truly represent the whole. The types_adatataia_callected

deund upon_the_purpose Qj the studu_but will include information

from some of these categories: historical, geographical, demo-

graphic, political and legal, economic, transportation and communi

cation, social activity and organization, and other social phenomena.

To obtain this data surveys use the methods of statistical analysis

--- the principle method, historical study and description. Occasion-

ally the experimental method will be used, but this unfortunately still

-15-
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Is alien to librarianship and Is largely unused. The deOces and

techniques employed In these methods include open-end, structured,

and group Interviews; questionnaires; checklists; rating scales;'

observation and description; statistics gathered from primary

and secondary sources; projections; and examinations of records

and documents. The "raw material" to which these devices and

techniques are applied are the Individuals, the groups and organi-

zations, the institutions and the recorded Information to be found

in printed and other form. As the data are collected, checks

must be made continually to be sure that the study staff and workers

are collecting data which are valid, complete, comprehensible,

consistent, and reliable. Checks at this state also serve the

purpose of discovering problems early, when the problem may be

corrected with a minimum of inconvenience, repetition, and delay.

gumazIngLaacUgthiliafingibtdata, In this step of the community

analysis, the data are placed in the appropriate category, tabu-

lated, and recorded in tables, charts, maps, and other forms. If

in the research design stage these forms for the recording of each

set of data have been choserWthis phase of the study Is expedited.

Care should be taken in the selection of the forms to be sure that

they will show quickly, clearly, and accurately the data which they

contain.

Analyzing And intearprnting thn data, This step Is the time of truth,

and if the community analysis has been done well answers to the

original questions will appear here. As many people as postible

16
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who posess experience, background, knowledge, Intellectual honesty,

imagination, and an orientation to reality should examine the data

thoroughly and discuss the data and their implications with the

others who are engaged in the interpretation and analysis. From

this interaction comes a list of the library concerns related to

the purpose of the community analysts and suggestions for action

which will eliminate or significantly reduce these concerns.

Bradjaailsaatbe library's programs. Whatever responsibility

the library may have had in the creation and continuance of the

concerns identified in the community study, Ihe library now has

thEsespagilily.elyrvelta the sur.
gestions for the charagmln_lhe Library operation and pro r-9

the library has anticipated this eventuality, which Is implicit

in all community analysis, it will have made a survey of itself,'

discovered the areas of its operation which are weak or faulty, and

undertaken corrective action. If the library has not anticipated

the need to be evaluated, now is not too late. Little can be

done until the library is in a position to .fulfill Its role, and

it needs an appraisal as a prerequisite to the demands placed upon

it as a result of the community analysis.

Reporting the finding. A draft of the report containing sum-

maries of the relevant statistical data and other information col-

lected by the study, the concerns Identified by the survey group,

and the suggestions for changes In the library's operation and ser-

vices should have the review and reaction of the study team, and

if Indicated, a revision. The report in its final form should be

-17-
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distributed widely. If the analysis is for an internal purpose and

not for public or community use, copies should go the the board, the

staff, the members of the survey team, and others with an appropriate

concern. If the analysis is for library and community use, at a

minimum copies additionally should go to the groups and institutions

in the community which have a planning function, organizations

related to the library by use or responsibility, the mass media

serving the community, community leaders, and individuals indicating

an interest in the study. In every case --- because there is a

paucity of survey reports in library science collections --- a

copy of the community analysis sould be sent to each state library,

to each accredited graduate library school, and to each appropriate

library bibliographic tool (e.g. Larzrvlateratura, Public Affair-4

information Service, and Public Library Abstracts).

The form of the report will be determined by the nature of

the distribution. it may be duplicated by stencil duplication or

by printing. It may be looseleaf, In pocket folders, or booklet or

newspaper, or it may appear as a poster or series of posters, flip

charts, slides or filmstrips, or be on tape.

II . Every corm

munity is continually changing. Library staffs are continually

changing. The philosophy of library service Is undergoing a subtle,

but continuing change. if a library Is to relate to its community,

and today's community is not tomorrow's community, today's library

---. even if it's giving superior service in 1961 --- must change if

It is to meet the requirements brought by chage. To know

18



what changes are occurring requires constant monitoring and

analysis. To encourage this continuing study, personnel should

be assigned specific responsibility for this and a schedule for

continuing the study should he made.

I12e community analysis as described here La a multipurpose

tool, &ventral in developing library activities in the community.

Whether it is fore%Labo,thigpresentmaterials_

Ltd. .-t 7n 1 ! serv:ces and the ARKDRELEte sup-

,

Analysis is altbrsryps:laotl.t.b.-wta.ch_every_LtArar:an should

have a fami 1 f ar tx_tyassoc ration.
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